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ABSTRACT

Airline transportation systems are inherently random. However, airline planning models do not explicitly consider stochasticity in operations. Because of this, there is often a notable discrepancy between a schedule's planned and actual performance. SimAir is a modular airline simulation that simulates the daily operations of a domestic airline. Its primary purpose is to evaluate plans, such as crew schedules, as well as recovery policies in a random environment. We describe the structure of SimAir, and we give future directions for the study of airline planning under uncertainty.

1 INTRODUCTION

There is a significant amount of randomness within airline transportation systems. The most familiar examples of randomness are weather and mechanical failures, which can disrupt the planned schedule. A disruption is an event which prohibits the airline from operating as scheduled. Anecdotal evidence suggests that major domestic carriers almost never experience a day without disruptions. However, current airline planning models do not explicitly consider disruptions in operations. As a result, a schedule's actual performance can be quite different from the planned performance.

Traditional airline planning models assume that every flight takes off and lands as planned. Since this scenario rarely occurs, a better measure of the quality of a plan is its performance in operations, when the plan is executed. It is not easy to determine the performance of a plan in operations a priori due to random disruptions.

One difficulty in evaluating the performance of a given plan in operations is recovery. Recovery is how an airline reacts to a disruption. Flights may be delayed or cancelled, and pilots or planes may be rescheduled. Different recovery policies will give different performance results.

SimAir is a modular simulation that simulates the daily operations of a domestic airline. Its primary purpose is to evaluate plans and recovery policies. Because of SimAir's flexible framework, the user can test a plan's sensitivity to disruptions and integrate different recovery policies.

Section 2 summarizes some of the literature on airline simulations. Section 3 defines some terminology used in this paper. Section 4 describes the structure of SimAir. Section 5 presents sources of airline delays. Section 6 discusses how SimAir maintains and implements recovery policies in the simulation environment. Section 7 describes the measurements SimAir uses for evaluation. Section 8 gives directions for the further study of airline planning and recovery under uncertainty.

2 RELATED LITERATURE

Carson et al. (1997) discuss using simulation within logistics and transportation to validate optimization techniques. They do not discuss the importance of recovery. Yang et al. (1991) implement an airline simulation for aircraft reliability. Their implementation does not explicitly consider crews or passengers, and their recovery policy for flight cancellations is simpler than that of SimAir. Haeme, Huttinger, and Shore (1988) develop an airline simulation which considers crews and passengers to assist in schedule development. Their implementation uses a recovery policy similar to the default recovery policy for SimAir, but it does not support more sophisticated recoveries. Yau (1991) describes a simulation within an airline planning decision support system. The focus of his decision support system is for short-term airline planning; it does not describe crew recovery and long-term scheduling.
3 AIRLINE TERMINOLOGY

Before we describe SimAir, we define several terms in airline planning and operations. A station refers to an airport that an airline serves. A flight consists of an origin station, a destination station, a departure time, and an arrival time. The block time of a flight is the time from when the plane leaves the gate at the departure station until it arrives at the gate of the arrival station. Ground time of a flight is the time from when the plane and crew are ready until the departure of the flight. When planes experience mechanical problems in operations, they receive unscheduled maintenance.

4 STRUCTURE OF SIMAIR

We developed SimAir in a flexible modular environment. SimAir has three modules. The Controller Module determines when a disruption prevents the flights from flying as scheduled. When this occurs, the Controller activates the Recovery Module. Then the Recovery Module proposes a revised schedule, and the Controller can either accept the revisions or request a different recovery proposal. The user can customize the Recovery Module to support alternate recovery procedures (see Section 6).

The Event Generator Module generates random ground time delays, additional block time delays, and unscheduled maintenance delays (see Section 5). The user can easily update the Event Generator to include alternate delay distributions.

Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of the structure of SimAir.

4.1 Event Queue

SimAir uses a simulation clock and a time-sorted event queue. There are two types of events—arrivals and departures. The simulation clock is the time currently being simulated. The events in the queue drive the simulation. In particular, SimAir keeps track of the first event, the last event, and the most recently added event in the queue. Upon an event occurrence, SimAir removes the first event from the event queue and updates the simulation clock. SimAir can also insert an event into the queue. For example, if the first event were a departure event, then SimAir would update its simulation clock to the departure time and add an arrival event for the corresponding flight to the event queue. SimAir can also delete events from the event queue. The purpose for deleting events is recovery.

4.2 Departure Event

When a departure event occurs, SimAir updates the simulation clock and the state of the simulation. If SimAir expects that the arrival of the flight will be later than scheduled, it invokes the Recovery Module. SimAir then schedules an arrival event for the flight. The time of the arrival event is based upon the flight’s block time; that is, the arrival event is scheduled for the time of the departure event plus the block time of the flight.

4.3 Arrival Event

Upon an arrival event, SimAir updates the simulation clock and the state of the simulation and creates a list of departures to schedule. If the Controller knows when a flight’s crew and plane will be available for the flight’s departure, the flight’s departure is determined. The Event Generator then samples an unscheduled maintenance delay for the aircraft, and the Controller determines if there is a reason to invoke the Recovery Module. With the assistance of the Recovery Module, the Controller selects the determined departures. For example, the Controller may select the next flight of the arrival crew and the next flight of the arrival plane.

For each flight in the list of determined departures, SimAir schedules a departure event. The flight will depart at the maximum time of the crew’s ready time, the plane’s ready time, and the original schedule departure time plus a random ground time.

5 THE EVENT GENERATOR

5.1 Sources of Delays

Sources of ground and block delays include many elements, such as airport congestion, luggage loading, connecting passengers, weather, etc. Because SimAir does not explicitly consider the sources of these delays, it is unnecessary to simulate them individually. Instead, the Event Generator uses aggregate distributions for additional block time and ground time. A block time disruption changes the number of minutes a crew flies, but a ground time disruption does not.

5.1.1 Block Time Distribution

SimAir requests a realization from the block time distribution from the Event Generator when it is scheduling an arrival event. The block time distribution may depend on several characteristics of the flight. For example, a flight with a long scheduled block time may experience more variance in its actual block time than a flight with a short scheduled block time. Airports are more congested during certain times of day, and this may affect the block time. A block time may also be dependent on the departure station or the arrival station.
Figure 1: The Structure of SimAir
5.1.2 Ground Time Distribution

SimAir requests a ground time realization when it is scheduling the departure of a flight. The ground time distribution is an aggregate of several distributions, such as weather and passenger delays. The random ground time depends on the location and the time of day of the departure event.

5.2 Unscheduled Maintenance

The Event Generator generates two random variables for unscheduled maintenance for an aircraft. The first random variable determines whether there is a maintenance delay. If there is a delay, then a second random variable is generated which determines the length of the delay. Both random variables depend on the aircraft.

6 CONTROLLER AND RECOVERY MODULES

SimAir’s Controller Module recognizes disruptions and implements recovery policies. The Controller maintains the planned flight schedule of SimAir. It determines whether there is a disruption in the current plan and when to invoke the Recovery Module. The Recovery Module proposes a solution to the disrupted plan. The Controller updates the plan and determines whether to continue to invoke the Recovery Module.

6.1 Push-Back Recovery

When a flight is delayed, the Recovery Module needs to find a recovery action to respond to the delay. The Recovery Module may use a simple routine which waits for the scheduled planes and crews regardless of their tardiness. We refer to this recovery as push-back. Consider an arrival event. The Recovery Module calculates the plane’s ready time for the plane’s next flight and the crew’s ready time for the crew’s next flight. The plane’s ready time for the plane’s next flight is the arrival time of the current flight plus a turn time plus any unscheduled maintenance delay the plane incurs. The crew’s ready time for the crew’s next flight is the arrival time of the current flight plus the turn time of the crew. If a flight has both a known crew time and a known plane time, then the Recovery Module proposes adding the flight to the list of determined departures.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

There are many criteria that can be used to evaluate the quality of a schedule. SimAir provides several performance measures of a schedule in operations. For crews, SimAir can calculate crew cost and the number of reserve crews called per day. SimAir can tabulate statistics in operations such as on-time performance and the number of cancelled flights per day. It also finds the percentage of passengers who miss their connections.

8 FUTURE RESEARCH

SimAir provides a modular environment for the study of recovery policies. The structure of SimAir is flexible to allow easy integration for different recovery policies. Moreover, SimAir can assist in developing airline planning models. Many planning models are solved using optimization methods. Most of these models assume every flight flies as planned. Because airline operations rarely follow the initial plan, the consideration of disruptions may lead to plans that perform better in practice. SimAir provides a more realistic environment to measure the performance of an airline plan in operations.
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